The Art of Renewal
"A Picture is a Poem Without Words."

– Horace
"In Art the Best is Good Enough."
- Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

Guest Room Design Features
- Elegant new furnishings, providing more spacious feel
- Enhanced new guest room technology
- Reconceived new guest bathrooms
- New guest room accessories and amenities
- Revitalized guest bedding and linens
- Contemporary new lanai furniture
- Sophisticated contemporary lighting design

From the Halekulani private art collection - Tadashi Sato

In Hospitality, the best is never enough.
Seven Shades of White...
Halekulani’s Historic 120 Year-old Kiawe Tree

Halekulani’s “Renewal” is based on Legacy, Culture, Quality and Service, values which have made the property an iconic global destination.

Halekulani has undergone a comprehensive ‘Renewal’ to preserve and enhance its architectural integrity and service legacy.

Halekulani has further evolved its historic facilities and acclaimed services to provide a greatly enhanced overall guest experience.
The precious legacy of Halekulani will realize dramatic, renewed expression through reinvigorated guest programs and celebration of the hotel’s remarkable cultural history.
“An Experience Inspired by Our Rich History.”

Culture

Halekulani’s uniquely gracious service borne of genuine Hawaiian hospitality honors both local and international cultures, with timeless veneration.
Halekulani’s ‘Renewal’ strengthens its reputation for gracious hospitality, impeccable service and acclaimed cuisine, collectively redefining the gold standard for global luxury hospitality.
Celebrating its continuing legacy of service excellence, the Halekulani guest experience is exemplified by highly personalized service in “high touch” style.
Halekulani is deeply committed to the environment and the wellness of its clients and community.

Halekulani contributes to a society honoring the sustainability of human life in harmonious coexistence with the environment.